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ACTION MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, NIS TASK FORCE
 

FROM: 	 NIS/TF, Barbara Turner Y
 

SUBJECT: 	 Project Authorization for the Private Sector
 
Initiatives Project No. 110-0005
 

Problem: Your approval is requested to authorize the Private
 
Sector Initiatives Project at an initial life-of-project level of
 
$50 million to promote bilateral trade and investment,
 
privatization and defense conversion activities in the Newly
 
Independent States (NIS). The PACD will be four years from the
 
date of initial obligation.
 

Background: The dramatic collapse of the Soviet Union presents
 
an historic opportunity for a more peaceful and stable
 
international order. It also opens to competitive international
 
trade and investment the world's largest untapped market and
 
natural resource base. Our challenge is the gradual integration
 
of the Newly Independent States (NIS) of the former Soviet Union
 
into the global economy and the community of democratic nations.
 
The unsuccessful August, 1991 coup in Moscow, rather than
 
reversing the political and economic reforms undertaken since
 
1985, has accelerated their pace and scope. It has given new
 
urgency to NIS needs for Western assistance to transform their
 
economies.
 

The United States has a vital interest in the success of this
 
transition, to help ensure peace, to preclude dangerous and
 
costly rearmament and to participate in the economic future of
 
this region.
 

Transforming the Soviet style command economies of the NIS
 
republics 	into open market, competitive economic systems faces a
 
number of 	obstacles. The legal and regulatory framework to
 
create the new systems is not yet complete. State-owned
 
enterprises, particularly defense-related industries, continue to
 
dominate the allocation of raw materials, labor and market
 
access. There are also few citizens with entrepreneurial
 
experience, even fewer with any experience operating a small or
 
medium-size private business in a competitive market economy.
 
Most individuals have had no exposure to western management,
 
accounting, or marketing concepts. Conversely, American firms
 
which could assist have little information about local conditions
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in the NIS republics or about investing or establishing business
 
ventures in the NIS republics.
 

In spite of their problems the NIS have very significant economic
 
assets. In addition to a huge market and natural resource
 
endowment they have a well educated population with significant

scientific, technical and labor skills, infrastructure and a
 
large installed production base. Most of these assets are
 
controlled by the state and geared to meet the needs of the
 
defense sector. The success of the transformation of the NIS
 
economies will require reorienting these assets to meet the needs
 
of the civilian economy. The US private sector is a vast source
 
of technology, management capability, entrepreneurial skills and
 
capital which can play a major role in this transformation. US
 
professionals can help NIS governments create the legal and
 
regulatory framework of a market economy. American companies can
 
modernize, privatize and convert NIS enterprises to make a
 
dynamic contribution to the civilian economy.
 

Based on a series of action plans developed in conjunction with
 
the January, 1992 Coordinating Conference held in Washington, an
 
initial AID program for the region has been developed. It has
 
six objectives: To encourage free market economic systems; 
to
 
promote democracy, to meet urgent humanitarian needs; to convert
 
defense-oriented economies; to promote bilateral trade and
 
investment and to increase the efficiency of the energy sector in
 
the NIS. This project is an essential component of that program.
 

Many 	U.S. companies have been busy investigating opportunities in
 
the NIS. What do they want the USG to do? In February of this
 
year, the U.S. Department of Commerce held meetings with
 
approximately 100 U.S. companies to answer this question. These
 
findings have also been verified by a December 1991 report of the
 
Geonomics Institute and the American Committee on US-Soviet
 
Relations which consulted 80 U.S. firms.
 

1. 	 Establish a framework to enhance bilateral trade and
 
commercial relations;
 

2. 	 Share the political and financial risk;
 
3. 	 Provide commercial, legal and economic information on
 

the NIS and facilitate initial access to potential
 
business partners and relevant government officials
 
there;
 

4. 	 Provide technical assistance to help NIS governments
 
develop the laws and regulations needed for
 
privatization, trade and investment and implement them
 
in a timely, orderly fashion;
 

5. Train NIS government functionaries in basic market
 
economics and enterprise officials in modern
 
management;


6. 	 Establish better coordination and cooperation among USG
 
agencies, business and academia.
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As regards the US legal framework, repealing the
 
Jackson-Vanik, Stevenson and Byrd Amendments and bilateral trade
 
investment and tax agreements with the NIS would enhance the
 
project but are not conditions to initiating activities. The
 
Overseas Private Investment Corporation, OPIC, expects to sign
 
bilateral agreements with all NIS governments and will provide
 
insurance to protect US equity investment. The US Export-Import
 
Bank, EXIM, has already begun to offer export credit and credit
 
insurance, albeit at a level severely limited by Congress.
 
Independent of this project, AID will consider development of a
 
Private Sector Commodity Import Program to meet the foreign
 
exchange requirements of US business ventures in the NIS until
 
the ruble is fully convertible.
 

Discussion : The purpose of the Private Sector Initiatives
 
Project is to facilitate the economic transformation of the Newly
 
Independent States (NIS) by involving US businesses and
 
institutions in areas where they have a comparative advantage.
 
The primary focus will be on the reorientation of the defense
 
focused NIS economies through co-ventures involving US firms and
 
through support of the emergence of indigenous small businesses
 
(TAB A).
 

The Private Sector Initiatives Project will be concerned with
 
bilateral trade and investment, defense conversion and
 
privatization. It will fund technical assistance, business
 
support services and training. Technical assistance will be
 
provided to help NIS governments create the legal, policy and
 
regulatory framework needed for bilateral private sector trade
 
and investment, defense conversion and privatization. Business
 
support and training activities funded by the project will be
 
designed to encourage and facilitate US trade and investment and
 
emergence of an indigenous private sector oriented to the
 
civilian economy. The primary focus of the project will be
 
defense conversion in the broad sense of transforming of the
 
orientation of the economy from defense to civilian needs. Thus,
 
while giving priority to US private investment in converting NIS
 
defense plants to produce non military products, the project will
 
also support other US and local private businesses which create
 
job opportunities for workers who might otherwise be in the
 
defense sector.
 

The life of project funding for the Private Sector Initiatives
 
Project is $50 million, with $12.5 million reprogrammed ESF funds
 
available for obligation at this time. This project will enter
 
into four interagency agreements. Funds provided under these
 
agreements to other U.S. agencies are of a short-term nature and
 
are intended to allow these agencies to initiate operations,
 
while they adjust their own budgets to meet new priorities in the
 
NIS. A brief description of project components follows.
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US Investment
 

a. The Private Sector Initiatives Project will field teams
 
of long-term resident advisors and short-term technicians to
 
assist in conversion of defense industry centers in Russia,
 
Ukraine and a Central Asian Republic. These advisors will
 
provide investors information on NIS defense conversion
 
opportunities and facilitate their access to the people with whom
 
they must deal to pursue them. They will recommend to local
 
author:L.:ies and the USG, actions which might facilitate defense
 
conversion, privatization and foreign investment. Life of
 
Project (LOP) funding for this activity is $8 million of which $2
 

million is available for obligation at this time. The required
 
PIO/T is in draft (TAB Cl).
 

b. The project will fund the establishment of a Trade and
 
Investment Service in key NIS locations to provide technical
 
assistance to help NIS governments create a legal and regulator
 
framework for bilateral trade and investment, privatization and
 
defense conversion. This organization will also facilitate U.S.
 
investment. Life of project funding for this activity is $16
 
million of which $1.5 will be obligated this fiscal year.
 

c. The Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) will
 
conduct US investment missions to the NIS and follow-up Qn them.
 
LOP funding is $3 million of which $300,000 is available for
 
obligation. The 632 (b) interagency agreement (IAA) is in draft
 
(TAB C2).
 

d. The soon to be created Eurasia Foundation (Project No.
 
110-0010) will conduct project related training. Emphasis will
 
be on short term training in management and basic market
 
economics for government officials and managers of the defense
 
industries which are being converted. LOP funding for this
 
activity is $5 million with no FY 1992 allocation planned.
 

Trade
 

a. The Department of Commerce (DOC) will establish in
 
Washington, D.C. a clearinghouse for information on business
 
opportunities in the NIS, business reputation of NIS firms and on
 
US government programs. This will be modeled on the Eastern
 
Europe Business Information Center (EEBIC). LOP funding for this
 
activity is $1.5 million of which $165,COO is available for
 
obligation. The 632 (b) IAA is in draft (TAB C3).
 

b. The DOC will assist up to nine selected consortia of US
 
trade associations to establish offices in the NIS and implement
 
activities designed to encourage US exports and technology
 
transfer. Grants of up to $500,000 will be made by DOC to
 
selected consortia to co-fund the cost of this activity. LOP
 
funding for this activity is $5 million of which $1,225,000 is
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available at this time. The 632 (b) IAA is in draft (TAB C3).
 

C. The Trade Development ProQram (TDP) will provide grants
 
to NIS governments to contract US companies to do feasibility

studies on infrastructure projects which have a potentially high

requirement for inputs from the US. LOP funding for this
 
activity is $5 million of which $3 million is available. The 632
 
(b) IAA is in draft (TAB C4).
 

Privatization
 

The Private Sector Initiatives Project will also avail
 
itself to a number of initiatives in privatization. For example,

the International Finance Corporation (IFC) is considering
 
submitting a proposal for a grant to hold auctions for the
 
privatization of former State-controlled shops. Other activities
 
that further efforts for privatization will be considered and
 
could include such things as support for defense conversion,
 
private banking and assistance to governmental

ministries/agencies involved in the promotion of privatization.

LOP funding for this activity is $6.5 million, with $4.3 million
 
obligated at this time.
 

Summary ($ millions) * 

Obligations
 

FY 92 LOP
 

1. Defense Conversion 2.00 8.00
 
2. Trade & Investment Service 1.50 16.00
 
3. Investment Missions (OPIC) 0.30 3.00
 
4. Training (Eurasia Foundation) 0.00 5.00
 
5. Business Information Center (DOC) 0.16 1.50
 
6. Consortia (DOC) 1.24 5.00
 
7. Infrastructure Feasibility Studies (TDP)3.00 5.00
 
8. Privatization 4.30 6.50
 

Total 12.50 50.00
 

*Any line item in this budget may be adjusted upward or downward
 
by 15% during the life of project as necessary and without
 
amending this authorization; and adjustments greater than 15%
 
must be approved by you.
 

DESIGN AND REVIEW PROCESS: In the interim, pending adoption of
 
specific procedures for the NIS Task Force, we have followed for
 
this project the design, approval and authorization procedures

established for Eastern Europe projects which otherwise meet
 
A.I.D. regulations and policies. Appropriate clearances have
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been sought and, as stated above, a formal inter-agency review of
 
the PDP was undertaken on March 26, 1992 (TAB B). The State
 
Department's Coordinator's Office has fully participated in the
 
development of this project, providing policy guidance and
 
clearing The Project Memorandum and this Authorization package.
 

CONGRESSIONAL NOTIFICATION: The Congressional Notification
 
expired on March 25, 1992. A copy is attached as TAB D.
 

SOURCE AITD ORIGIN: Goods and services procured under the Project
 
will have their source and origin in the United States (Code 000)
 
for foreign exchange costs or in the cooperating country for
 
local currency costs. Local procurement within states of the NIS
 
will be conducted in accordance with Chapter 18 of A.I.D.
 
Handbook lB. A formal determination under Section 604 (a) of the
 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 was signed by the Deputy Secretary
 
on March 30, 1992 removing the NIS from the category of non-Free
 
World countries. Procurement from Code 941 and Code 935
 
countries, if required, will be done on the basis of appropriate
 
waivers.
 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: The Project will finance technical
 
assistance, training, limited commodity procurement, and pre
investment studies and related activities. As such, it is not
 
expected to have a significant environmental impact, which would
 
require a formal environmental assessment. Technical assistance
 
and training activities are excluded from examination under 22
 
CFR 216.2 (c) (2) (i). The environmental procedures of TDP, OPIC,
 
Peace Corps and Commerce will apply to project funds transferred
 
to these agencies. The IEE is contained at TAB F for your
 
signature.
 

AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS: Funds in the amount of $12.5 million have
 
been apportioned by OMB to A.I.D. for the above activities.
 

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS:
 

Monitoring: Overall project supervision and monitoring
 
will be the responsibility of an A.I.D. Project Officer
 
assigned to the NIS Task Force. That Project Officer
 
will be assisted by other Project Officers who will
 
oversee the day-to-day implementation of the various
 
sub-activities. Recipients of A.I.D. funds under IAAs
 
will be responsible for monitoring 2A.I.D.-financed
 
activities and these agencies will submit periodic
 
reports to A.I.D. on the status of these activities.
 

Monitoring will be conducted initially from Washington
 
and will be based upon field reports provided by the
 
grantees and contractors and Embassy staff travelling
 
through the region. As soon as permanent A.I.D.
 
personnel are stationed in the NIS, direct oversight
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and monitoring will be supported by in-country A.I.D.
 
staff.
 

The defense conversion advisors will report to the
 
A.I.D. Mission Director, who will receive policy
 
guidance from A.I.D./Washington and the Department of
 
State, including the Moscow representative of the
 
Deputy to the NIS Coordinator.
 

Quarterly reports will be required of all project
 
implementors (USG agencies and grantees). Project
 
Implementation Reviews will be conducted on a semi
annual basis. Periodic field assessments will be
 
undertaken with the frequency necessary for good
 
management.
 

Evaluation: Each transfer recipient, grantee and
 
contractor will prepare an evaluation plan to be
 
approved by A.I.D. or the U.S. agency implementing the
 
activity. Funds will be available under the Project to
 
pay for external evaluations, as necessary. An
 
evaluation at the end of the second year may be
 
undertaken in cooperation with other participating USG
 
agencies to determine overall project progress and
 
recommend necessary modifications, if necessary.
 

* 	 Audit: Contracts, grants and IAAs executed under this
 
project will provide that audit and inspection
 
requirements as set forth in the Inspector General Act
 
of 1978, as amended, shall apply. A.I.D.'s IG shall
 
ensure full compliance with all applicable provisions
 
of the Act in agreement between the U.S. and recipient
 
states as noted below with respect to taxes.
 

* 	 Host Country Duties and Taxes: A Circular 175
 
authorization was obtained from the Deputy Secretary of
 
State on February 4, 1992 permitting negotiation of
 
U.S.-NIS states agreements covering these matters
 
(TAB G). Negotiation should commence shortly. These
 
written arrangements will include appropriate language
 
concerning aid recipients' responsibilities and
 
contributions, duties and taxes, inter alia, that
 
A.I.D. funds are not used to pay host country duties or
 
taxes, that site inspections by the IG may be made and
 
that A.I.D. financed commodities will be used only for
 
project purposes.
 

STATUTORY CHECKLISTS: State completed country checklists for all
 
States of the NIS except Georgia on January 17, 1992 and
 
February 27, 1992. Copies of those classified documents are on
 
file 	in EUR/OSA. Assistance may be extended to Georgia in the
 
near 	future; however, this will be done only after a checklist is
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completed, and after "taking into account" matters are reviewed
 
and approved by the Administrator specifically for that State.
 

Because certain states of the former Soviet Union are indebted to
 
U.S. citizens, the Deputy Secretary of State issued a 620 (c)
 
determination on January 20, 1992 that program activities proceed
 
based on national security considerations. The determination is
 
attached as TAB H.
 

"Taking into account" matters were reviewed and approved by the
 
Administrator (TAB I) on March 27, 1991. One matter needed
 
consideration. It was pursuant FAA Section 620 (1), that OPIC
 
has initiated negotiations but has not yet executed investment
 
guaranty agreements with any of the eleven states to whom we plan
 
to render assistance, but that assistance permitted to flow to
 
these states under the circumstances.
 

AUTHORITY: On September 10, 1991, the Secretary of State signed
 
a Section 620 (f) determination (TAB J) to permit assistance to
 
the Soviet Union. You have authority to authorize this project
 
pursuant to Interim Reorganization Delegation of Authority No. 1
 
dated May 16, 1991. This delegation of authority is attached at
 
TAB K.
 

RECOMMENDATION: That by signing below and where indicated you:
 
(1) authorize the Private Sector Initiatives Project, No. 110
0005, a four year activity with a planned life-of-project funding
 
of $50 million, subject to the availability of funds and (2)
 
approve the Initial Environmental Examination (TAB E).
 

Approved: 7/ ' 

Disapproved: 

Date: _ _ _ / _ _ _ 

OPS/CIS:LMAILOUX:4/20/92:U:\LMAILLOU\DOCS\ACTMEMO.LDM
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM
 

Private Sector Initiatives
 
Project No. 110-0005
 

BackQround and Rationale
 

The dramatic collapse of the Soviet Union presents an
 
historic cpportunity for a more peaceful and stable international
 
order. It also opens to competitive international trade and
 
investment the world's largest untapped market and natural
 
resource base. 
 Our challenge is the gradual integration of the
 
Newly Independent States (NIS) of the former Soviet Union into
 
the global ecoinomy and the community of democratic nations. The
 
unsuccessful August, 1991 coup in Moscow, rather than reversing

the political and economic reforms undertaken since 1985, has
 
accelerated their pace and scope. 
 It has given new urgency to
 
NIS needs for Western assistance to transform their economies.
 

The United States has a vital interest in the success of

this transition, to help ensure peace, to preclude dangerous and
 
costly rearmament and to participate in the economic future of
 
this region.
 

Transforming the Soviet style command economies of the NIS
 
republics into open market, competitive economic systems faces a
 
number of obstacles. The legal and regulatory framework to
 
create the new systems is not yet complete. State-owned
 
enterprises, particularly defense-related industries, continue to
 
dominate the allocation of raw materials, labor and market
 
access. 
There are also few citizens with entrepreneurial

experience, even fewer with any experience operating a small 
or
 
medium-size private business in a competitive market economy.

Most individuals have had no 
exposure to weste:n management,

accounting, or marketing concepts. Conversely, American firms
 
which could assist have little information about local conditions
 
in the NIS republics or about investing or establishing business
 
ventures in the NIS republics.
 

In spite of their problems the NIS have very significant

economic assets. In addition to a huge market and natural
 
resource endowment they have a well educated population with
 
significant scientific, technical and labor skills,

infrastructure and a large installed production base. 
 Most of
 
these assets are controlled by the state and geared to meet the
 
needs of the defense sector. 
 The success of the transformation
 
of the NIS economies will require reorienting these assets to
 
meet the needs of the civilian economy. The US private sector is
 
a vast source of technology, management capability,

entrepreneurial skills and capital which can play a major role in
 
this transformation. US professionals can help NIS governments

create the legal and regulatory framework of a market economy.

American companies can modernize, privatize and convert NIS
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enterprises to make a dynamic contribution to the civilian
 
economy.
 

Based on a series of action plans developed in conjunction
 
with the January, 1992 coordinating Conference held in
 
Washington, an initial AID program for the region has been
 
developed. It has six objectives: To encourage free market
 
economic systems; to promote democracy, to meet urgent
 
humanitarian needs; to convert defense-oriented economies; to
 
promote bilateral trade and investment and to increase the
 
efficiency of the energy sector in the NIS. This project is an
 
essential component of that program.
 

Many 	U.S. companies have been busy investigating
 
opportunities in the NIS. What do they want the USG to do? In
 
February of this year, the U.S. Department of Commerce held
 
meetings with approximately 100 U.S. companies to answer this
 
question. These findings have also been verified by a December
 
1991 report of the Geonomics Institute and the American Committee
 
on US-Soviet Relations which consulted 80 U.S. firms.
 

1. 	 Establish a framework to enhance bilateral trade and
 
commercial relations;
 

2. 	 Share the political and financial risk;
 
3. 	 Provide commercial, legal and economic information on
 

the NIS and facilitate initial access to potential
 
business partners and relevant government officials
 
there;
 

4. Provide technical assistance to help NIS governments
 
develop the laws and regulations needed for
 
privatization, trade and investment and implement them
 
in a timely, orderly fashion;
 

5. 	 Train NIS government functionaries in basic market
 
economics and enterprise officials in modern
 
management;
 

6. 	 Establish better coordination and cooperation among USG
 
agencies, business and academia.
 

As regards the US legal framework, repealing the
 
Jackson-Vanik, Stevenson and Byrd Amendments and bilateral trade
 
investment and tax agreements with the NIS would enhance the
 
project but are not conditions to initiating activities. The
 
Overseas Private Investment Corporation, OPIC, expects to sign
 
bilateral agreements with all NIS governments and will provide
 
insurance to protect US equity investment. The US Export-Import
 
Bank, EXIM, has already begun to offer export credit and credit
 
insurance, albeit at a level severely limited by Congress.
 
Independent of this project, AID will consider development of a
 
Private Sector Commodity Import Program to meet the foreign
 
exchange requirements of US business ventures in the NIS until
 
the ruble is fully convertible.
 



Purpose
 

To facilitate the economic transformation of the Newly
 
Independent States (NIS) by involving US businesses and
 
institutions in areas where they have a comparative advantage.
 
The primary focus will be on the reorientation of the defense
 
focused NIS economies through co ventures involving US firms and
 
through support of the emergence of indigenous small businesses.
 

Description
 

The Private Sector Initiatives project will be concerned
 
with bilateral trade and investment, defense conversion and
 
privatization. It will fund technical assistance, business
 
support services and training. Technical assistance will be
 
provided to help NIS governments create the legal, policy and
 
regulatory framework needed for bilateral private sector trade
 
and investment, defense conversion and privatization. Business
 
support and training activities funded by the project will be
 
designed to encourage and facilitate US trade and investment and
 
emergence of an indigenous private sector oriented to the
 
civilian economy. The primary focus of the project will be
 
defense conversion in the broad sense of transforming of the
 
orientation of the economy from defense to civilian needs. Thus,
 
while giving priority to US private investment in converting NIS
 
weapons plants to produce non military products, the project will
 
also support other US and local private businesses which create
 
job opportunities for workers who might otherwise be in the
 
defense sector.
 

Project Components
 

Life of project funding for this four year project is $50
 
million. The following is a brief description of project
 
components.
 

US Investment
 

a) The Private Sector Initiatives Project will field long
term resident advisors and short-term technical assistants
 
on defense conversion in key NIS locations to provide
 
technical assistance to help NIS governments create a legal
 
and regulatory framework for defense conversion,
 
privatization and bilateral trade and investment and to
 
facilitate investor access to defense conversion
 
opportunities.
 

b) This project will fund a Trade and Investment Service
 
(TIS) which will facilitate privatization, defense
 
conversion and U.S. private investment in central NIS
 
business locations.
 



c) An Interagency Agreement with the Overseas Private
 
Investment Corporation (OPIC) to fund investment missions to
 
the NIS.
 

d) A grant to the Eurasia Foundation to fund business
 
management and market economics training.
 

Trade
 

a) An Interagency Agreement with the Department of Commerce
 
to establish a NIS business information center in Washington
 
and the Consortia Program to involve US trade associations
 
in the NIS.
 

b) An Interagency Agreement with Trade Development Program

(TDP) to fund feasibility studies for NIS infrastructure
 
projects.
 

Privatization
 

a) The Private Sector Initiatives Project will avail itself
 
to a number of initiatives in privatization. For example,

the International Financial Corporation (IFC) is considering

submitting a proposal for a grant to carry-out auctions for
 
the privatization of former State-controlled shops. Other
 
activities that further privatization efforts will be
 
considered.
 

US Investment
 

The existing NIS productive capacity is controlled by the
 
military or the government, thus US investment in joint ventures
 
there will necessarily have to involve privatization or defense
 
conversion in some way. The absence of the legal and regulatory

framework needed for privatization and foreign investment
 
requires that technical assistance to help NIS governments create
 
that framework be a part of a US investment promotion program.
 
NIS governments are requesting US technical assistance in this
 
area and welcome US private investment. European, Japanese and
 
Korean business people, with the support of their governments,
 
are investing in the NIS. Thus the US should not turn a deaf ear
 
to the NIS reformers pleas for help, cannot afford to delay

investment promotion initiatives until the policy environment is
 
right and will not be able to compete with other industrialized
 
nations for NIS business until the US government provides a
 
modicum of support to US private sector efforts to establish a
 
long term business presence in the important but volatile NIS
 
market.
 

a. Defense Conversion Advisors
 

*The project will provide funding to field teams of advisors
 



who will facilitate defense conversion and private investment in
 
the NIS.
 

Teams of long-term resident advisors, supplement by short
term technicians, will be assigned to four cities within the NIS.
 
Two of these teams will be located within the Russian Republic
 
and one team each in the Republics of Ukraine and a Central Asian
 
Republic, respectively. They will work with local political and
 
business leaders (or "enterprise officials") to identify
 
prerequisites for foreign business engagement and elicit specific
 
commitments including a baseline industrial and service sectors
 
inventory, tax incentives, and the removal of legal and
 
regulatory barriers.
 

Working through U.S. Government representatives, they will
 
serve as a conduit for the U.S. business community by providing
 
on-the-ground support in country, a direct line to Washington
 
regarding specific requirements for support, and follow-up
 
contacts with U.S. business; and again working through the
 
embassies, they will serve as a conduit to Washington on local
 
commitment, legal and regulatory barriers, western business
 
involvement, and requirements for technical assistance and
 
investment support on particular projects or commercial ventures.
 

The long-term resident advisors should be experiencea
 
businesspersons with at least 15 years experience in at least
 
some combination of two or more of the following areas:
 
investment, banking or finance; manufacturing; marketing and
 
management. Individuals with solely academic or solely defense
 
industry backgrounds are not acceptable. Previous experience in
 
the former Soviet Union and with privatization of state-owned
 
enterprises are desirable. Short-term technical experts should
 
also have at least 10 years of business experience, although
 
engineering and scientific experience may be more relevant for a
 
given local situation.
 

The resident advisory teams in each locality selected will
 
be assigned the following responsibilities and tasks. They will
 
be working in conversion defense industries to civilian oriented
 
activities and thus will not be making any input to strengthening
 
the defense sector.
 

1. Assist government authorities in understanding how current
 
policies constrain defense conversion, privatization, trade and
 
investment. Assist these authorities to systematically analyze
 
and correct policies that are detrimental to defense conversion,
 
privatization and foreign investment through policy audits of
 
domestic laws, regulations, policies and procedures.
 

2. Provide technical assistance to local authorities responsible
 
for designing and implementing policy changes.
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3. Counsel prospective investors on local operating conditions,

laws, regulations, and procedures for conducting business.

Identify for investors key local government and "business"

leaders who are vital to the development and execution of
business transactions involving foreign investment, defense
 
conversion and privatization.
 

4. Identify and screen business opportunities in defense

conversion and privatization including the potential

opportunities for commercialization of both production and
 
research establishments.
 

5. Prepare information which investors would require on specific
defense conversion opportunities; communicate that information to
potential investors through U.S. Government and private channels.
 

6. 
Provide within one month of arrival to their designated city,
a report on local and national barriers to trade and investment

and provide recommendations on commitments local and national
authorities would have to make to attract western investment such
 as tax incentives, dispute resolution mechanisms, etc.
 

7. Provide timely assessments of the commitment of local and
national authorities and enterprise directors to facilitate
defense conversion, privatization, and western investment..

Assist in the development of local economic and commercial

infrastructure to facilitate investment and defense conversion.
 

8. Provide technical experts to advise local leaders,

enterprises and research institutes on the commercialization and
conversion of current and former defense establishments. Such

expertise will include but not be limited to expertise on
specific manufacturing and marketing processes and technologies.

Life of project (LOP) funding is estimated to be $8 million.
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b. Trade and Investment Service
 

The Private Sector Initiatives Project will fund the
 
establishment of a Trade and Investment Service, which will
 
facilitate privatization, defense conversion and U.S. private

investment in central NIS business locations, including Moscow,
 
St. Petersburg and a far eastern city in Russia; Kiev, Ukraine
 
and Alma Ata, Kazakhstan. It will provide technical assistance
 
to help NIS governments develop the laws and regulations needed
 
for defense conversion, privatization and bilateral trade and
 
investment and implement them in a timely, orderly fashion. 
 It
 
will provide information, contacts and logistical support to
 
potential U.S. investors and pay for feasibility studies.
 

The TIS investment promotion effort will be different from the
 
U.S. Department of Commerce (USDOC) investment promotion program

inasmuch as it will focus on specific investment opportunities

and proactively seek high potential U.S. investors to pursue

them. It will provide information to USDOC networks but will not
 
replicate them. TIS will coordinate its investment promotion

activities with USDOC, OPIC and EXIM. 
 The A.I.D. Mission will
 
provide oversight and guidance to the TIS on any policy

discussions in which they may usefully engage.
 

The TIS, staffed with long-term American and local
 
professionals, will be an ongoing presence in the key NIS
 
business locations to develop and follow-up on reform initiatives
 
and business opportunities. It will develop working

relationships with key people in the local business community and
 
government. It will gather information on the legal and
 
regulatory framework and on investment opportunities. To a great

extent, it will draw on other existing USG contracts and projects
 
to provide technical assistance on the legal and regulatory

framework and to prepare translation of laws. In this context,

it will make available in English all relevant laws and
 
regulations and help NIS governments create or improve them to
 
overcome deficiencies which impede investment. It will focus
 
potential U.S. investors on good business opportunities, explain

the laws and regulations which affect these opportunities, and
 
introduce investors to local people with whom they must work to
 
pursue co-ventures in the NIS.
 

The TIS will carry out a proactive investment promotion

effort in the U.S., facilitate U.S. investor travel around the
 
NIS and finance feasibility studies related to U.S. joint

ventures, licensing agreements or franchises in the NIS. Where
 
appropriate, it will establish business centers to provide

communications and logistical support for U.S. business people in
 
the NIS. Establishment of these business centers will be co
located, if possible and coordinated with the USDOC's Foreign
 
Commercial Service.
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The difference between TIS and the.work of the long-term
 
defense conversion teams in the defense cities is that TIS will
 
create an enduring technical assistance and investment promotion
 
organization with local staff, business centers and feasibility
 
study fund. TIS will support the defense advisors but will also
 
create a organization that will eventually be run by local
 
professionals who will orchestrate input of short-term U.S.
 
technical assistance and facilitate U.S. investment. The TIS
 
program will field one contracted American manager for a three to
 
five year assignment in each of the five TIS locations. These
 
will be people fluent in Russian, Ukraine or Kazakh and with at
 
least ten years of senior business experience, preferably in
 
investment banking involving the NIS. LOP funding for the TIS is
 
$16 million.
 

c. U.S. Investment Missions
 

The Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) has
 
successful experience in organizing US investment missions. The
 
Trade and Investment Service funded under this project will be
 
equipped to cooperate with OPIC to support investment missions.
 
Given OPIC's experience, and established links with the US
 
private sector make it ideal to take the lead in organizing and
 
implementing investment missions to the NIS funded under this
 
project. LOP funding is $3 million.
 

d. Training
 

Success in defense conversion, privatization and promoting
 
US investment in the NIS will require a focused training effort.
 
NIS government officials and enterprise managers will require
 
training in basic market economics and western business
 
management and techniques. It is important that this training
 
directly relate to the government departments and enterprises
 
involved in this project. A grant will be made to the new
 
Eurasia Foundation to provide this training through subgrants to
 
selected US institutions or individuals. Most of the training
 
would be short-term and given in the NIS. No degree training
 
would be funded. LOP funding is $5 million.
 

Trade
 

The trade promotion activities under the PSI project will be
 
implemented by the Department of Commerce and the Trade
 
Development Program (TDP). These agencies have a proven record
 
of success in carrying out these programs in Eastern Europe and
 
elsewhere. These activities will be funded through Section
 
632(b) Interagency Agreements with Commerce and TDP.
 

The Commerce activities will provide information on trade
 
and investment opportunities to tens of thousands of American
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businesses. TDP will fund feasibility studies for infrastructure
 
projects.
 

a. New Independent States Information Center (NISBIC)
 

Similar to the Eastern Europe Business Information Center
 
(EEBIC), NISBIC, located at the Commerce Department in
 
Washington, D.C., would establish a clearinghouse for business
 
information, including commercial opportunities in the
 
independent states of the former Soviet Union, information on
 
business reputation of NIS firms, and on U.S. Government
 
programs. NISBIC also will develop a regularly-issued bulletin
 
summarizing recent business developments, USG programs and trade
 
opportunities. Through its Overseas Business Network of business
 
information reporters located throughout the NIS meet expanding
 
opportunities and greatly expand trade and investment relations.
 
LOP funding in $1.5 million.
 

b. Consortia Procram
 

Patterned after the Eastern European consortia program, this
 
activity would assist U.S. firms in establishing a commercial
 
presence in the NIS through the formation of private and public
 
sector non-profit consortia of American businesses. AID funds
 
made available to Commerce would co-fund, through grants of a
 
maximum of $500,000 to a maximum of nine selected U.S. consortia,
 
their cost of establishing one or more offices in the NIS and the
 
implementation of activities designed to encourage U.S. exports
 
and technology transfer. The consortia will be selected by
 
Commerce through an open competitive process. Priority
 
consideration will be given to those applications which
 
demonstrate a relationship between the proposed U.S. exports and
 
technology transfer on the one hand and defense conversion and/or
 
privatization on the other. LOP funding is $5 million.
 

c. Feasibility Studies for Infrastructure Projects
 

TDP, with funding from AID under this project, will provide
 
grants to NIS governments to fund their hiring US companies to do
 
feasibility studies on infrastructure projects which have a
 
potentially high requirement for inputs from the US. This has
 
proven to be a successful way to expand US export opportunities
 
because local governments are given an incentive to engage US
 
consultants who inevitably build US product specifications into
 
their feasibility studies. LOP funding is $5 million.
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Privatization
 

There is virtually no private sector in the NIS but there
 
are a significant number of NIS citizens who will take the risk
 
in purchasing previously State-controlled shops. The Private
 
Sector Initiative Project will help in the overall privatization
 
effort. For example, the International Finance Corporation (IFC)
 
is considering submitting a proposal for a grant to carry-out
 
auctions of former Si:ate-controlled shops. Small and micro
 
enterprises that will emerge from these privatization efforts
 
will be the incubator of the NIS private sector. They can
 
provide jobs for substantial numbers of people being displaced
 
from inefficient state industries. They can create a civilian
 
economy to replace the defense oriented productive sector. The
 
emerging entrepreneurs who establish small businesses today will
 
own tomorrow's medium and large businesses.
 

Other activities that further efforts for privatization will also
 
be considered under this component. This could include, to name
 
a few, such things as support for defense conversion, private
 
banking and assistance to governmental ministries/agencies
 
involved in promotion of privatization. LOP funding is $6.5
 
million.
 



PROPOSED LIFE OF PROJECT FUNDING
 

Obligations
 

FY 1992 $12.5 million and four year life-of-project funding of
 
$50 million.
 

Illustrative Budget
 

FY 1992 LOP
 

1. Defense Conversion 2.00 8.00
 
2. Trade and Investment Service 1.50 16.00
 
3. Investment Missions (OPIC) 0.30 3.00
 
4. Training (Eurasia Foundation) 0.00 5.00
 
5. Business Information Center (DOC) 0.16 1.50
 
6. Consortia (DOC) 1.24 5.00
 
7. Infrastructure Feasibility Studies (TDP)3.00 5.00
 
8. Privatization 4.30 6.50
 

Total 12.50 50.00
 

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS:
 

Monitoring: Overall project supervision and mo;.itoring
 
will be the responsibility of an A.I.D. Project Officer
 
assigned to NIS Task Force. That Project Officer will
 
be assisted by other Project Officers who will oversee
 
the day-to-day implementation of the various sub
activities. Recipients of A.I.D. funds under IAAs will
 
be responsible for monitoring A.I.D.-financed
 
activities and these agencies will submit periodic
 
reports to A.I.D. on the status of these activities.
 

Monitoring will be conducted initially from Washington
 
and will be based upon field reports provided by the
 
grantees and contractors and Embassy staff travelling
 
through the region. When permanent A.I.D. personnel
 
are stationed in the NIS, direct oversight and
 
monitoring will be supported by in-country A.I.D.
 
staff.
 

The defense conversion advisors will report to the
 
A.I.D. Mission Director, who will receive policy
 
guidance from A.I.D./Washington and the Department of
 
State, including the Moscow representative of the
 
Deputy to the NIS Coordinator.
 

Quarterly reports will be required of all project
 
implementors (USG agencies and grantees). Project
 
Implementation Reviews will be conducted on a semi
annual basis. Periodic field assessments will be
 

http:TDP)3.00
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undertaken with the frequency necessary for good
 
management.
 

Evaluation: Each transfer recipient, grantee and
 
contractor will prepare an evaluation plan to be
 
approved by A.I.D. or the U.S. agency implementing the
 
activity. Funds will be available under the Project to
 
pay for external evaluations, as necessary. An
 
evaluation at the end of the second year may be
 
undertaken in cooperation with other participating USG
 
agencies to determine overall project progress and
 
recommend necessary modifications, if necessary.
 

Audit: Contracts, grants and IAAs executed under this
 
project will provide that audit and inspection
 
requirements as set forth in the Inspector General Act
 
of 1978, as amended, shall apply. A.I.D.'s IG shall
 
ensure full compliance with all applicable provisions
 
of the Act in agreement between the U.S. and recipient
 
states as noted below with respect to taxes.
 

Host Country Duties and Taxes: A Circular 175
 
authorization was obtained from the Deputy Secretary of
 
State on February 4, 1992 permitting negotiation of
 
U.S.-NIS states agreements covering these mattF;s
 
(TAB G). Negotiation should commence shortly. These
 
written arrangements will include appropriate language

concerning aid recipients' responsibilities and
 
contributions, duties and taxes, inter alia, that
 
A.I.D. funds are not used to pay host country duties or
 
taxes, that site inspections by the IG may be made and
 
that A.I.D. financed commodities will be used only for
 
project purposes.
 

7'.10
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Risk
 

Nationalism at the republic level, social unrest and mass
 
demonstrations over price increases and the ensuing hardships
 
caused by economic restructuring may cause political/economic
 
leaders in the NIS to alter reform programs. As such, this may
 
restrict the benefits of the intended technical assistance
 
programs.
 

Assessment
 

Certain assistance provided under this project includes
 
advice and training. These types of activities do not relieve
 
the pressure for economic change which arise from the shortage of
 
resources. While the benefits of this project are likely to be
 
less than they would be if carried out in a reform environment,
 
the activities will encourage reforms by broadening the
 
understanding of the market system and assisting in the design of
 
reforms with reduced adverse effects.
 

Risk
 

Inter-republic relations remain at this time unstable as a
 
framework is being conceived formalizing the political, economic,
 
and military future of the NIS. A technical assistance program
 
favoring the Russian republic based on demographics and economics
 
alone may further destabilize inter-republic relations.
 

Assessment: Adapting this project to fit, as best as possible,
 
republic-level defense conversion needs and investment
 
opportunities will allow the benefits of this project to be
 
distributed throughout the NIS and may avert further avert inter
republic tensions where foreign assistance is concerned.
 

Risk
 

Other U.S. Government organizations may be used to implement
 
this Project. Coordination and control will be difficult with so
 
may actors.
 

Assessment: The Europe Bureau has experience with this type of
 
cooperation under the American Business and Private Sector
 
Development Initiative for Eastern Europe. That experience has
 
been, for the most part, favorable.
 

PROPOSED GRANT/CONTRACT MECHANISM
 

The primary method for implementing A.I.D.-managed
 
activities will continue to be through the usual A.I.D.
 
contracting and granting arrangements including IQCs, small
 
business set-a-sides, and the funding of relevant unsolicited
 

7/
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proposals. 632 (b) Interagency Agreements will be used to
 
transfer funds to other government implementing agencies.
 
Waivers will be used to transfer funds to other government
 
implementing agencies. Waivers will be obtained as required to
 
make it possible to utilize contracting procedures other than
 
full and open competition.
 

OTHER PROCUREMENT ISSUES:
 

The Project Authorization will state that goods and services
 
procured under the Project will have their source and origin in
 
the United States (Code 000) for foreign exchange costs or in the
 
cooperating country for local currency costs. Local procurement
 
with states of the NIS will be conducted in accordance with
 
Chapter 18 of A.I.D. Handbook lB. A formal determination under
 
Section 604 (a) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is in
 
process to remove the NIS from the category of non-Free World
 
countries. In the meantime, a previous determination will allow
 
procurement to proceed as necessary. Procurement form Code 941
 
and Code 935 countries, if required, will be done on the basis of
 
appropriate waivers.
 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: The Project will finance technical
 
assistance, training, limited commodity procurement, and pre
investment studies and related activities. As such, it is not
 
expected to have a significant environmental impact, which would
 
require a formal environmental assessment. Technical assistance
 
and training activities are excluded from examination under 22
 
CFR 216.2 (c) (2) (i) and 216.2 (c) (viii). The environmental
 
procedures of TDP, OPIC, Peace Corps and Commerce will apply to
 
project funds transferred to these agencies.
 

ANTICIPATED ACCOMPLISHMENTS
 

(1) Respond rapidly to the assistance needs in the NIS by
 
modifying existing programs and mechanisms proven successful
 
in Central and Eastern Europe and other countries where AID
 
is active.
 

(2) Support defense conversion, restructuring of the state
dominated economy and creation of an indigenous private
 
sector.
 

(3) Increase bi-lateral trade and investment between the
 
U.S. and the NIS by facilitating the involvement oft he
 
U.S. private sector.
 

OPS/CIS:LMAILLOUX:4/21/92:U:\LMAILLOU\DOCS\PROMEMO.LDM
 



TAB B
 

SUMMARY MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
 
INTER-AGENCY REVIEW
 

NIS PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVES
 
PROJECT 110-0005
 
March 26, 1992
 

PARTICIPANTS: Representatives of A.I.D., CIA, CEA, DOC, OMB, State
 
and Treasury, (see attached list).
 

DISCUSSION: The Inter-Agency Review was chaired by EUR/OSA
 
Director Paul O'FARRELL on behalf of the Bureau for Europe and the
 
NIS Task Force. Mr. O'FARRELL opened the meeting by announcing
 
that NIS Task Force Member Greg Huger would summarize the proposed
 
Private Sector Initiatives Project and then open the meeting for a
 
discussion of issues.
 

Mr. HUGER stated that the project emphasizes two objectives of the
 
six established by the January 1992 Coordinating Conference:
 
i) promotion of bilateral trade and investment and ii) defense
 
conversion. The project is composed of three elements:
 

a) U.S. investment promotion - to be accomplished by making a Grant 
to the International Executive Service Corps (IESC) to create a
 
Trade and Investment Services (TIS) organization in the NIS. This
 
organization would be led and focused by American managers, and
 
staffed primarily by highly qualified NIS locals. TIS will develop
 
relationships with key individuals in the local government, and
 
business community. It will provide technical assistance to create
 
a framework for defense conversion, privatization, and U.S.
 
investment. TIS will proactively seek out potential U.S. investors
 
and endeavor to facilitate their investments in the NIS. Mr. HUGER
 
stressed the uniqueness of this type of organization that IESC
 
would create. He noted that this is quite different from
 
traditional IESC programs of volunteer technical assistance, but by
 
no means a new or unique program for A.I.D. or IESC.
 

The Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) will participate
 
in investment promotion by conducting investment missions.
 
Similarly, a grant will be made to the Eurasia Foundation to
 
conduct project-related training activities.
 

b) U.S. trade promotion - to be accomplished by the Department of
 
Commerce through the creation of a New Independent States Business
 
Information Center and a Business Consortia Program. Both of these
 
elements would be similar to the successful programs currently
 
being implemented for the Central and Eastern Europe program. The
 
Trade Development Program will participate by implementing
 
infrastructure feasibility studies.
 

c) Assistance to create an indigenous private sector - to be 
accomplished by a grant to the Peace Corps to send volunteers to 
the NIS to provide technical assistance in this area. 



DAS Frank VARGO, DOC, expressed his concern that the creation of an
 
organization outside of the auspices of the USFCS to promote trade
 
and investment would be inefficient, wasteful of limited USG
 
resources, and confuse the U.S. business community. Mr. VARGO felt
 
that for this type of activity to be accomplished efficiently, this
 
organization should be linked to the DOC whose role is to promote
 
trade and investment. Mr. VARGO said that DOC is in the process of
 
putting together an alternate proposal for the Trade and Investment
 
component of the Project. Mr. George KNOWLES, DOC, further
 
mentioned trade and investment promotion needs to be coordinated,
 
so that the USG speaks with one voice both to the U.S. business
 
community and the host country. Dr. Susanne LOTARS!I, DOC, stated
 
that business opportunities need to be universally available to the
 
U.S. business community. Messrs. O'FARRELL and HUGER agreed that
 
the proposal would be reviewed and that further discussion with DOC
 
would be sought.
 

Mr. HUGER responded that he sees a significant difference between
 
the proactive targeted investment promotion activities of a private
 
organization staffed and eventually managed by NIS locals and the
 
USFCS investment promotion programs. Mr. HUGER further stated that
 
this type of program has been done successfully by A.I.D. via
 
grants to private organizations and he has viewed the synergy
 
between this type of operation and the promotional efforts of the
 
USFCS. Rather than duplicating efforts, this can be viewed as a
 
private sector effort complementary to direct USG sponsored
 
investment promotion initiatives.
 

Ms. Priscilla RABB AYRES, STATE, expressed concern whether the TIS
 
truly would be a "private" organization since it would be USG
 
sponsored. Ms. RABB AYRES wished for clarification on the lines of
 
authority in regard to TIS and other USG agencies with which it
 
would potentially interact. Ms. RABB AYRES stressed TIS should not
 
outflank the U.S. private sector, which itself may be interested in
 
providing these types of services. Mr. HUGER responded that this
 
and any other USG financed activities would be under the direction
 
of the U.S. Ambassador and under the A.I.D. Representative as a
 
member of the country team. Mr. HUGER further stated that
 
technical assistance to NIS governments under the project would be
 
provided by contracted private sector professionals in the same way
 
that it is under T.A. projects funded by the USG and other donors
 
around the world. He said that the investment promotion services
 
would, in fact, be helpful to U.S. private investment banks
 
inasmuch as it would lower their transaction costs by doing some of
 
the "due diligence". This would enable them to consider smaller
 
investments which would otherwise be too small to be profitable.
 
Mr. Reginald VAN RAALTE, A.I.D., said that this type of program in
 
Sri Lanka and Morocco has generated demand for the creation of
 
joint-ventures and that even though the USFCS has a very active
 
successful program in Indonesia, the U.S. Ambassador has requested
 
A.I.D. to fund a private sector investment promotion service there.
 

e,>
 



Ms. Catherine MANN, CEA, felt that there was an inherent conflict
 
of interest in this case where the same organization both advises
 
on legal and policy formulation and solicits investments. Ms. MANN
 
stated that legal codes could be structured in such a way as to
 
favor particular investors. Ms. MANN furthered stated that in
 
Eastern Europe certain investment deals slated to go forward have
 
been retracted due to "special" arrangements made which governments
 
later felt were inappropriate. Ms. MANN suggested that the policy
 
advice and investment solicitation functions not be implemented by
 
one organization. Mr. HUGER said that although there might be a
 
perception of conflict of interest, there is often quite a bit more
 
credibility in the eyes of local governments to policy changes
 
proposed by organizations which are known to be successful in
 
bringing in foreign investment. To that extent, this project will
 
be different from other USG technical assistance activities. Mr.
 
HUGER also said that most of the technical assistance under this
 
project will be provided by individuals and firms engaged through
 
"buy-ins" to other USG contracts and projects such as those of he
 
A.I.D. Private Enterprise Bureau. Thus, this project design would
 
link technical assistance and investment promotion through the
 
American investment bankers hired to manage TIS, but most the
 
technical input would come from professionals who are not members
 
of the TIS field staff.
 

Mr. Michael CASELLA, OMB, stated that there is a danger of having
 
a confusing layering of contractors. He made the point thpt A.I.D.
 
funds should not be transferred to another agency if tney were
 
merely going to contract for the same services fo:- which A.I.D.
 
could contract. He further stated that it should be clear that
 
agencies receiving A.I.D. funding be implementing activities which
 
are additional to an individual agency's on-going activities or in
 
cases where unforseen events, such as in NIS require funding for
 
activities not anticipated when agency budgets were allocated.
 
Multi-year funding should generally be handled under the
 
implementing agency's own budget request unless it were an unusual
 
program specifically done for A.I.D. Mr. CASELLA also wished to
 
know the life span of the IESC organization. Mr. HUGER responded
 
that the goal would be to create an organization that would exist
 
beyond USG support, an organization which would eventually work on
 
a "fee-for-service" basis and/or establish sufficient credibility
 

in private
to attract funds from other donors the public or 

sectors.
 

CONCLUSION:
 

Mr. 0'FARRELL concluded the meeting by stating that the project has
 
been driven by the need to "get people on the ground" in the NIS,
 
the first priority of which is placing defense conversion advisors
 

concern
in the defense-oriented cities. Mr. 0'FARRELL expressed 

that the without the IESC organization in place, we risk marooning
 
the defense conversion advisors in the NIS. The participants were
 
in agreement that the basic ideas behind the project were sound,
 
however, thcre was some disagreement expressed as to the structure
 
of the project and who should be managing the TIS component.
 



It was agreed that A.I.D. would proceed with the authorization and
 
funding of: 1) the IESC Resident Adviso:rs on defense conversion
 
under the TIS element of this project; 2) the Consortia Program and
 
NIS Business Information Center of the Department of Commerce; 3)
 
the feasibility studies of the Trade Development Program; 4) the
 
investment missions and related services of the Overseas Private
 
Investment Corporation; and 5) the NIS Small Business program of
 
the Peace Corps. Support for project related training activities
 
of the soon to be created Eurasia Foundation for Technical
 
Assistance and Training will be authorized, but no funds are
 
budgeted for FY 1992.
 

The Authorization will be amended to cover TIS investment promotion
 
and technical assistance on privatization and U.S. investment when
 
agreement is reached on these issues between A.I.D. and Commerce.
 

Drafted: 	 EUR/DR/BFTI, MAbramovitz, April 1, 1992
 

Cleared: 	 EUR/DR/BFTI, WCraddock (Draft) Date 03/31/92
 
EUR/OSA, GHuger (Draft) Date 03/3!/92
 
EUR/OSA, P'OFarrell, (Draft) Date 04/01/92
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TAB D
 

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
 
ADVICE OF PROGRAM CHANGE
 

COUNTRY: New Independent States Regional 

PROJECT TITLE: Private Sector Initiatives 

PROJECT NUMBER: 110-0005 

FY 1992 CP REFERENCE: None 

APPROPRIATION CATEGORY: Economic Support Fund (ESF) 

LIFE-OF-PROJECT FUNDING: $50,000,000 ESF Grant 

INTENDED FY 1992 OBLIGATION: $12,500,000 ESF Grant 

This is to advise that A.I.D. intends to obligate 
$12,500,000 for
 

the Private Sector Initiatives Project to 
begin private sector
 
(NIS) of the former
 

activities in the new independent states 

follows: $4,000,000 in FY 1991 Economic Support
Soviet Union as 


(ESF) carryover grant funds originally programmed 
for
 

Fund 
 This is a
 
Pakistan; and $8,500,000 in FY 1992 ESF grant funds. 


new project which was not included in the 
FY 1992 Congressional
 

Life-of-project funding will be $50,000,000.
Presentation. 

The life of project will be four years.
 

The purpose of the Project is to facilitate 
the economic
 

transformation of new independent states 
of the former Soviet
 

businesses and institutions in areas
 Union by involving U.S. 
The initial focus of
 

where they have a comparative advantage. 


this project will be the conversion of 
defense-oriented national
 

and local industries.
 

Annex: Activity Data Sheet
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prupq: To facilitate the economic transformation of the atates of 

the now Independent stares (HIS) by involving U.S. businesses and 

Institutions in areas where they have a comparative advantage. The
 
Initial focus will be on 	the conversion of defense-oriented national 

and local industries of the NIS. 


1ackaround: The dramatic collapse of the Soviet Union presents an 

historic opportunity for a transition to a more peaceful and stable 

International order and the gradual Integration of the HIS into the 

community of democratic nations. The United States has a vital 

Interest In the success of this transition. Based on a series of 

action plans developed in conjunction with the January 1992 

Coordinating Conference held In Washington, an Initial A.I.D. 

program for the region han been developed. It has six objectives:
 
to encourage free-marker economic systems; promote democracy; meet 

urgent humanitarian needs; convert defense-oriented economies; 

promote bilateral trade and investment; and Increase the efficiency 

of the energy sector in the new states. This project is a principal 

component of this program. 


The successful economic and political transformation in the NIS will 

depend upon effective prograns to transform NIS seet*. whether 

management and labor skills. scientists, Infrastructure. or 

Industrial capacity, Into resources and privatized industries that 

meet civilian needs. The U.S. private sector t a vast source of
 
technology, management knowledge, and entrepreneurial skills which 

can assist with the modernization. privatization and conversion of 

industries and the growth 	of indigenous small businesses in the 

states of the HIS with which we have established diplomatic
 
relations. 


Prolect Description: This project will work with American 

businesses, institutions, and investors and their counterparts In 

the HIS to promote greater U.S. private sector trade and investment 
and participation In the privatization of the economies of the HIS. 
Including defense conversion and the development of local small 

businesses. To be successful. U.S. private sector participation
 
requires an economic environment that respects property rights. 

market competition and the rule of law. The project will tork with 

U.S. businesses and institutions to provide coordinated technical 

assistance in such areas as privatization and legal structures 

supporting private property and fostering
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competition. skills transfer, commercialization of technologies and
 
production processes.
 

Experience has also shown that U.S. businesses can benefit from
 
assistance which provides Information on trade or investment
 
opportlnities, supports pre-feasibility work. or helps establish
 
contacts. This component of the Project will draw from both
 
government agencies msch as the Department of Commerce. the Trade
 
Development Program . or the Overseas Privatc Investment Corporation.
 
end the private sector. Demonstration activities In support of
 
defense conversion may also be undertaken In order to show how
 
governments and businesses can be effective catalysts to conversion
 
and the establishment of viable economic enterprises.
 

E-ItJnsbeh.gJ'ict to I.D. Stratecy.-. This Project
 
responds to A.I.D.'s strategy emphasis on the development of market
 
economies by helping establish the institutions necessary for the
 
dpvelopment of private business; promotion of bilateral trade and
 
Investment by assisting U.S. businesse become more familiar with
 
potential markets and opportunities in the HIS; and on the
 
conversion of defense Industries by giving priority to trade or
 
investment activities for these industries. This project will
 
complement economic restructuring and financial sector development
 
activities carried out through other projects.
 

host Country and Other Donors. Other donors are still developing
 
programs of assistance along the lines of this Project. A.I.D. will
 
coordinate its assistance in these areas with other donors.
 

A ne(LcLaries. Direct beneficiaries will be the small- end medium
sized businesses In the NIS which are enabled to grow end establish
 
Iong-term trade and investment relationships. Indirect
 
beneficiaries Include all citizens of the HIS whose standard of
 
living is Improved because of these relationships.
 

A.].D.-Financed Inputs 	 Life of Prolect (5000)
 

Technical Assistance 	 40.000
 
'.,nl.nlng 5,000 
(.".smoditles 5.000 

Total: 50.000 

POWCWALJSCO T5R OR ANHMS 

U.S. D)'ptrtment of Commerce
 
Tr;i-e and Development Program ("iP)
 

-&fI Ove? P'r ivte i nve.tsent Corporation (0101C) 
______________ Peare 	 Corps 
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- Richard A. ClarkAtZ/
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EUR SUBJECT: Use of Foreign Assistance Act Funds for Procurement
 
EB in Former Soviet Republics
H-2
 
PN
 

AID ISSYTs FOP DECISION

RF
 
cah 
 Whether to conclude that certain former Soviet Republics


should no longer be considered as "non-Free World" countries for
 purposes of permitting foreign assistance procurement from them

under a 1961 Presidential determination.
 

FSSEN5IAL FACTORS 

On October 11, 
 1991, you approved a determination that
Eastern European countries and Mongolia should no longer be

considered as "non-Free World" countries for purposes of
perritting foreign assistance procurement fro= then under a 1961

deterrination by President Kennedy. 
The decision memorandum is
 
attached at Tab A.
 

Your October determination recognized that certain
countries, including the Soviet Union, would continue to be
excluded from procurement eligibility. (The other countries were
Afghanistan, Libya, Vietnam, Cuba, Cambodia, Laos, Iraq, Iran,
North Korea, Syria, and the People's Republic of China). 
 Your
deternination also recognized that, if warranted by changed

conditions with respect to any of these countries, A.I.D. would
seek a similar foreign policy determination from the Department.
 

In view of the break-up of the Soviet Union, the U.S.

Government has taken a number of steps to support a peaceful
transition toward democratic institutions and market economies in
the former Soviet Republics. The President on December 25th

proposed conducting full diplomatic relations with Russia,
Ukraine, Armenia, Byelarus, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan; and
assistan-e activities (primarily technical and humanitarian
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assistance) have been initiated by A.I.D. and the Congress

notified accordingly. Those actions are summarized in the
 
Memorandum attached at Tab B. More recently, the President
 
decided similarly to move ahead regarding diplomatic relations
 
with Moldova, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and
 
Azerbaijan. In this context it no longer makes sense to exclude
 
these eleven Republics from foreign assistance procurement
 
eligibility.
 

RECO^W2'NDATIONS 
 12
 

That you conclude that the le'rFformer Soviet Republics

noted above should no longer be considered as "'non-Free World"
 
countries for the purpose of implementing President Kennedy's

determination regardt 604(a).
 

w 0 g.PPROVE DISAPPROVE_______ 

DATE /. (/ JDA,

atthierminaion -8 
 Include Georgia
 

That inwill autn.tcallyeend to Georg ia
 
at such tire as the United States establishes full diplomatic
 
relations with it.
 

APPROVE DISAPPROVE_______
 

DATE 
 DATE
 

Attachments:
 

TAB A - Action Memorandum for the Deputy Secretary
 
Approved 10/31/91


TAB B - Action Memorandum for the A.I.D. Administrator
 
Approved 1/18/92
 

GC/LP:RLeste fDraft) Date:.2/19/92

A-GC:TGeiger (Draft) Date:.2/20/92
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STATE/L/EUR:TBuchwald-JDraf) Date:-2/28/92
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STATE/P:C.L.VanVoorst "2 
 Date: %
 
STATE/C:RWilson ' Date: 0L 
STATE/EB/IFD/ODF:LMoriarty 7n' Date: 317-1,% 
STATE:H:CRAETHER,)f. 

Drafter:GC/CCM:KFries:DGC;2eighan:FAAFP:2/7/92:Ext.78332:Revised
2/18/92:Revised 3/2/92
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C-2 ACTION MNhOWMr~N
S/S .,.. 

TO:xl The Deputy Secretary 
THAOUGH: T-Reginald Sartholon.vo_ , 

A/A.1. D. Mark L. tde 
FROM: P.-WiliAxi F. 3Rope, Acting 

SUBJECT: 
D/POL, Larry Salers,, Aot 
Use of Foreign Assistan"e Act ftnds for Procurement 
In Eastern European Countries and Mongolia 

2SStE$ FOR D~e!~s~ON~ 

Whether to conclude that certain countries should be
considered as "Free World" countries for purposes of Permitting
foreign assistance procurement from then under a 1961
Presidential determination.
 

Issr-T74AL FACTrORS 

Section 604(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961
prohibits use 
of foreign assistance funds for procurement outside
the United States unless the President deter-mines that Ruch
procurezent will not result In adverse effects upon Use ocono
Of the United States or the Industrial mobiliation baseOn October is, 19621 President ]ennedy made & Deterninatlonpursuant to Section 604(a) to permit procurenent from sources
outside the United States where the procurement is less costly
than procurement from United States sources, 
This 1961
Determination authorled procureLent. from "less developedcountries" generally and, under specific circunstances, from
selected Industrial led countries. (See Tab A)
 

This prohibition covers other Foreign Assistance Act
procurement as well as A.T.D.-flnanced procurement, LL.
military and counter-terrorlss procurement. 
!npractice,
however, It has at most A 1egligible effect 
 *n
ese other areas.
 

~c~4~tell 



President raemdy specitied, however,outside the United States shall be 
that OProcurement 

any case.' 'Free 
from Pree World sources, InWorld" has longoxclude all been construed by A.Z.D.countries tolisted In Uhas *communist" (Section 620(f)), 
Foreign Assistance Act 

including the People's Republicof China, Cuba, Vietnam, the Soviet Union, the Baltic Republics,Mongolla, and all the countries of Eastern Europe, with the
exception of Yugoslavia.
 

The characteritatlon of a nuzker of these countriesFree World" for purposes of Section 604(a) no longer makes 
as 'non

senseIn view of their statusA.r.D. assistance. as emerging democracies and recipients ofIn this category we place Poland, Rungary,Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, Bulgaria, Romania, Albania,
Mongolia, and now the Baltic Republics. We recommend that you
concur that these countries should no longer be considered as"non-Free World" within the meaning of President Fennedy's
determination. This will allow them to participate assources eligible
for A.I.D.-financed procurerent, as appropriate. 
A.X.D. would continue to exclude certain countries from
procurerent eligibility because of their status under theterrorism statutes and for other foreign policy reasons. 

anti
countries that would The 
Soviet Union, 

remain excluded are Afghanistan, Libya, theVietnam, Cuba, Cambodia, Laos, Zraq, Iran, Forth
Vorea, Syria, and the People's Republic of China. 
 If warranted
by changed conditions vith respect to any of these countries,
A.I.D. would seek 
Department, at 

a similar foreign policy determination from thethe level of Under Secretary for InternationalSecurity Affairs, with respect to the procurement eligibility ofthat country.
 

President Bush has delegated
authority to take 

to the Secretary of State thedeterminations under Section 604(a) withrespect to 'procurement under Chapter I of Part I and Chapter 4of Part 11 of the Act' (FAA Development AssistanceSupport Fund accounts). and ECconoxic
December (J Executive14, 1990, Section Order 22731 of3(3)# azendng .xecutive OrderSuch authority 12163).has been redelegated
International Security Affairs 

to the Under Secretary for
withPart 11 respect to programs underof the Act (State Dept. DelegationSection l(a)(l)), of Authority No, 245, 

4(d)). Although 
and may also be exercised by you (Sectionthat delegation is not, technically,order needed Infor you to agree with our proposed Interpretationexisting Presidential of theDetermlna&ton, It is consistent with suact ion. 

'ry,l'i
 



______ 

~e, 
 xz.
 

AECOICWENDATION
 

That you conclude that Poland, Runga 
, cVech and Slovak
Federal Republic, Bulgaria, Mo.ania, Albania, Lithuania, Latvia,
Estonia and Hongolia should no longer be con:Idered as 'non-Tre
World" countries for purpose of Ir lomenting President Xennedy's
deterination regardyi jl 
 ctlo (a).e
 

APPOV 
 visAPfloVZ_________ 

OCT 31Mi 
That you agree that future decisions about vhether a nevly
emerging democracy should be considered part of the OFree World"
for pirposes of Section 604(a) may be 'ade 
 by the Under Secretary
for International Se 
 rity Affair
 

7)SAPROVE__I'POV
OCT W 

Attachment:
 

TAB - Presidential Determination Under
 
Section 6C4(a) Dated 10/18/61
 

T.-..2<
I
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I 
January 18, 1992
 

VS.A=AV 

ACTION MEMORANDUM FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR 

THRU: Acting, AA/OPS, Howard . Fr&6e 

FROM: AA/EJR, Carol C ~elaan 

." 

Assu 

Mw 

SUBJECT: Assistance to the Independent States 
of the former Soviet Union. Statutory
Checklist 

P2role,: To take into consideration relevant 
statutory requirements In light of whether ESTfunds (and DA funds, to the extent such funding 
may be made available in the future) should be
used to provide technical and other assistance to 
support the transition of the newly independent
states of the former Soviet Union into democratic,
free-market societies, and to help meet the energy
needs of these societies. 

Discussion: The former Soviet Union has undergone
revolutionary changes within the past year which
have resulted In the creation of twelve 
independent states, most of whom are loosely
associated in a new Cor.monwealth of Independent
States. The United States Government has 
established diplomatic relations with six of the 
former republics of the Soviet Union, namely:
Armenia, Byelarus, Jazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia 
and Ukraine. 

On Septermber 10, 1091, the Secretary of State
signed a determination, pursuant to S620(f)(2) of
the Foreign Assistance Act (FAA) of 1961, as
amended, permitting assistance to the Soviet 
Union. (ie Tab A.) Pursuant to that 
determination, two Congressional Notifications,
both of which expired on December 20, 1991, were 
sent to Congress describing two proposed projects
to be implemented by A.L.D. (_U Tab B.) These
projects have been designed (2) to encourage the
transformation of these republics into democratic, 

(UNCLASSIFIED WITHOUT CLASSIFIED ATTACHMENTS) 
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market-based economies, and (2) to improve energy efficiency and
 
encourage energy market reforms in these societies. ESF funds of
 
$3.2 zillion for the Democratic and Economic Initiatives Project
 
and $1.8 million for the Energy Efficiency and Market Reform
 
Project are now pending authorization and obligation.
 

Although certain republics of the former Soviet Union would
 
normally be prohibited from receiving assistance since each such
 
republics are indebted to certain U.S. citizens, the State
 
Department plans to issue on January 18, 1992 a determination
 
pursuant to 5620(c) of the FAA which would permit assistance to
 
flow to these republics despite this fact. (This determination
 
shall provide, in substance, that failing to provide assistance
 
to these newly formed states is contrary to the national security
 
Interest of the United States.) Despite this determination by
 
the State Department, however, certain factors must be "taken
 
into consideration" by you before we may proceed with obligating
 
funds for these two projects.
 

Please note that since the source of funding for these two
 
proposed projects is the ESF account, the "notwithstanding any
 
other provision of law" language is not available. (This
 
lanquage has been used in the past to permit assistance to
 
proceed in Eastern European countries under the 1991
 
Appropriation Act despite prohibitions on assistance that would
 
otherwise apply.) Therefore, certain factors must be "taken into
 
consideration" by you before these proposed projects may be
 
obligated from the ESF account (or the DA account, if such
 
funding is later made available.) In fact, you normally take
 
into consideration a number of conditions, to the extent that
 
they ray exist, on an annual basis before approving an allocation
 
of assistance to specific countries. However, in light of the
 
fact that the Coordinator's Office wishes to proceed with
 
itplementing the proposed projects on an expedited basis, we are
 
presenting certain issues for your consideration at this time on
 
an d = basis.
 

In order to ensure that all relevant statutory requirements 
have been met, A.I.D. has developed a "country checklist", 
describing such requirements with particularity. The items on 
this checklist have been responded to in substance by the State 
Department, and its memorandum is attached hereto as Tab C. In 
the case of the states of the former Soviet Union, only two 
considerations are relevant in considering whether to provide 
assistance, and are discussed below. Please bear in mind, 
however, that statutorily mandated considerations in providing 
foreign assistance need only be "take into account". The mere 
existence of such factual considerations does not, in and of 
Itself, prohibit assistance to the country in question. 

(U)CLASSIFIED WITHOUT CLASSIFIED ATTACHMENTS)
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(1) Section 620(11: Failure to enter into an OPjC
Guaranty Agreement: 
 As of this date, OPIC is in the process of
initiating negotiations with each of the individual republics to
whom we plan to render assistance to enter into OPIC investment
guarantee agreements. 
Although such negotiations are in the
process of being initiated, they have not yet been finalized and,
to date, OPIC has not concluded any bilateral agreements with
these new republics. Thus, in light of the fact that this
process of negotiation has been initiated but not concluded, we
request you to take this into consideration and permit assistance
to move forward as planned. 

(2) Section 620(ul: U.N Dues: According to U.N.
records dated October 31, 1991, the combined arrearage of the
U.S.S.R., Byelarus, and Ukraine totals $196,376,749.00. 
Dues
owed to the U.N. regular budget are as follows: U.S.S.R.
($46,019,313); Byelarus ($1,520,157); Ukraine ($5,758,172).
Further, dues are owed for the maintenance of U.N. peace-keeping
forces in the following amounts: U.S.S.R. ($126,773,350);
Byelarus ($5,116,578); Ukraine ($11,189,179). 
 Thus, the subtotal
owed by the CIS for outstanding dues to the U.N. regular budget
is $53,297,642, and for the U.N. peacekeeping forces is
$143,079,107. 
 Payment of this arrearage in U.N. dues is expected
although, to our knowledge, specific arrangements to pay have not
yet been made. It should also be borne in mind that ESF (and DA)
funded assistance to Albania was allowed to proceed, despite its
sirilar arrearages in U.N. dues, based on your consideration of
this factor. Therefore, we request you to take the U.N. dues
arrearage of these former republics of the Soviet Union into
account, and urge you to permit the planned assistance to be
implemented as expeditiously as possible.
 

Becor.endation: 
That you, by your signature below, take into
consideration the circumstances described above, and approve the
use of ESF funds (and DA funds to the extent necessary in the
future), subject to the ta,ailability of such funds, for
assistance to the six states named above. 
Such assistance will
be authorized by separate action, and shall be subject to the
Secretary's determinations under SS620(c) and (f)(2) of the FAA.
 

Approved:vd_
 

Disapproved: ,
 

Date:
 

(LYCLASSIFIED WITHOUIT CLASSIFIED ATTACHMENTS) 
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Attachemnts:
 
TAB A - Section 620(f) (2) determination by the Secretary
TAB B - Congressional INotifications
TAB C - State Memorandum dated 1/17/92 re: Statutory Checklist
 

Clearances:
 

GC/LP: RLester 
 mhonei -
 Date: 1V22AA/LEG: RRandlett 
 (draft) 
 Date: 1/15/92
ENE/EUR: DMerrill 
 (draft) 
 Date: IJ17192
MUR.OSA: PO'Farrell 
- (draf) 
 Date: 1159
GC/EUR: X orris 
 (draft) 
 Date: 1124/92
STATE/EUR/ISCA/CON: KVolker idrA= 
Date: j11/9
STATE/D/E.A: CRufenacht 
- ubst Date: IZ26/92
AA/R&D: RBissell -5 - Date: 1/18/92
 
Drafted: GC/EUM, 
Rumu Sarkar: 1/14/92
 

U:\CIS.TIC
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TAB F
 

INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION
 

(A) PROGRAM COUNTRY: 


(B) ACTIVITY: 


(C) FUNDING: 

(D) PERIOD OF FUNDING: 


(E) STATEMENT PREPARED BY: 


NEW INDEPENDENT STATES
 

PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVES
 
PROJECT NO. 110-0001
 

$ 50 MILLION (ESF) 

FY 1992 TO FY 1996
 

GREGORY F. HUGER, EUR/OSA
 

(F) ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION RECOMMENDED: 
 Categorical

Exclusion under A.I.D. Regulation Environmental
 
Procedures 22CFR Part 216, Sections 216.2 
(c) (1) (ii)

and 216.2 (c) (2) (i) 

(G) DECISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICER
 

APPROVED: °'° - -


DISAPPROVED:
 

DATE: "' 

(H) DECISION OF DIRECTOR/NIS TASK FORCE
 

APPROVED: •
 

DISAPPROVED:
 

DATE:
 



EXAMINATION OF THE NATURE, SCOPE AND MAGNITUDE OF THE
 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
 

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM:
 

This project provides training and technical assistance
 
and business support to institutions, individuals and
 
private voluntary organizations to support efforts to
 
promote private enterprise. There is no impact on the
 
environment as far as A.I.D. managed activities are
 
concerned.
 

B. RECOMMENDED ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION:
 

Because the project provides only training and
 
technical assistance and studies, a categorical
 
exclusion from A.I.D.'s Initial Environmental
 
Examination, Environmental Assessment and Environmental
 
Impact Summary requirements is proposed. This proposal
 
is in accordance with A.I.u. Environmental Procedures
 
22CFR Part 216, Section 216.2 (c) (1) (ii) which
 
generally provides for a categorical exclusion in
 
situations where the purpose of the project does not
 
require A.I.D. to have "knowledge of or control over,
 
the details of the specific activities that have an
 
effect on the environment for which financing is
 
provided by A.I.D." Specifically, this activity is
 
categorically excluded under Section 216.2 (c) (2) (i)
 
for education and technical assistance.
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ORIG PACKAGE RECEIPTED TO EUR-NILES 
COPIES TO: 
O*IS United States Department of State~~I 

P~: 	 Wdhilgton, D. C. 20520 
c-2"',, 	 _ AF:' 

ss 	 V2 FEB-4 P0:14 FS 3 9g2 
ACTION MEMORANDUM 	 2S 

TMB UNCLASSIFIED. S/S 	 920 
E-2 	 8i5, IL 	 92 FE-0 

O: D - Mr. Eagleburger -- . 92 FES-0	 ,:15LSE 

/
cah FROM: EUR - Thomas M.T. N e I 

H - s~ZJanet G. M~ulli~s' 

SUBJECT: 	Circular 175: Reques for Blanket Authority to
 
Negotiate and Conclude Assistance Agreements with
 
Former Soviet Republics
 

ISSUE FOR DECISION
 

Whether to authorize the negotiation and conclusion of
 
bilateral agreements as appropriate with the former Soviet
 
republics in connection with the provision of assistance.
 

ESSENTIAL FACTORS
 

We are proceeding quickly with assistance programs for
 
several of the former Soviet republics. We are moving forward
 
with $5 million of assistance funded from reprogrammed FY-91
 
ESF, a $165 million USDA food aid program, and humanitarian
 
assistance programs under a series of DOD authorities. A more
 
extensive technical assistance program is in preparation and
 
additional assistance will also follow.
 

A.I.D. believes, and we concur, that we need to obtain
 
agreements with the concerned republics conferring certain
 
essential legal protections for the .ESF program. Under the
 
proposed agreements, the republics would:
 

provide tax and customs exemptions for U.S.-provided
 
commodities or equipment, and for U.S. nongovernmental
 
personnel responsible for implementing the assistance
 
programs;
 

--	 provide immunity for USG assistance personnel from criminal 
jurisdiction of local courts, and from civil jurisdiction 
of local courts for official acts; 
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allow USG representatives to inspect utilization of the
 

assistance, and to inspect or audit any records or other
 

documentation in connection with the assistance, wherever
 

such records are located;
 

--	 commit to.use commodities, supplies or other property
 

solely for agreed-upon purposes;
 

in cases in which the republic is responsible for items
 
being used for other purposes, to refund their value to the
 

USG (if the USG deems doing so appropriate); and
 

--	 provide exemptions for aircraft and vessels from landing 

fees, navigation charges, port charges, tolls, and similar 

charges. 

The text would
A draft agreement is attached at Tab A. 

cover assistance provided by various USG agencies, including
 

USDA and DOD as well as A.I.D. We believe application of these
 

protections to the USDA and DOD-provided assistance is prudent
 
given their scope and visibility, and the Inter-related nature
 

of assistance efforts being implemented by the various USG
 
agencies.
 

The draft text provides that we may need to conclude
 
further, more specific agreements in connection with particular
 
assistance activities. In particular, under the
 
Food-for-Progress and section 416(b) programs, USDA will need
 
to 	conclude separate agreements. This language may also be
 

later decide to conclude formal economic and
useful if we 

technical assistance agreements with respect to
 

programs for the republics. With this in
A.I.D.-administered 

mind, the draft text provides that the provisions of these
 
specific agreements will control in the event their terms
 
conflict. (The need for any additional Circular 175 authority
 
would be considered on a case-by-case basis).
 

We will continue to consult with the Hill regarding our
 
We do not
assistance efforts for the former Soviet republics. 


believe that specific consultations regarding these agreements
 
We would, however, inform the staff
 are needed at this time. 


of relevant committees of our intent to seek such agreements.
 

As we would emphasize to the republics in the course of
 

negotiations, the conclusion of these agreements would not
 

itself commit the United States to provi6e assistance. After
 

entry into force, each agreement will be reported to the
 

appropriate committees of Congress under the usual Case Act
 

procedures, and H will coordinate any necessary Hill briefings.
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The proposed agreements do not require environmental
 
documentation under either the National Environmental Policy
 
Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. 4321, or Executive Order No. 12114
 
(January 4, 1979). The negotiation and conclusion of these
 
agreements will not entail personnel or funding resource
 
requirements for the Department of State.
 

If you approve, Rich Armitage would be able to begin the
 
process of negotiating these agreements as appropriate during
 
his forthcoming trips to the former Soviet Union.
 

RECOMY.ENDATION
 

That you authorize D/CISA (or, as appropriate, EUR or the
 
relevant post) to negotiate and conclude an agreement with each
 
of the republics based on the text attached at Tab A. Any
 
changes from that text shall be subject to the concurrence of
 
L, EUR and D/EEA (which will obtain clearances from A.I.D. and 
co-ordinate as appropriate with other agencies). e<got±Ttlm 
and-ncuo tn 01 agreements with Ane jai, Georgia, Moldova, 
Ta 4-ki-st,--ur-7krienistan, istan wi 

FEU 0,,o a 
Approve Disapprove
 

Attachments:
 
Tab A - Draft Agreement
 

WITHOUT LIMITATION SHOWN IN REC.
Tab B - Memorandum of Law 
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Drafted:AID/GC:HMorris: :L/EUR:TFBuchwald#
 
X-6295 1/21/92
 

Cleared: 
D/EEA - Mr. LehoviA-/ 
P - Ms. van Voors Q 
EUR/ISCA - Ms. Griffith 
M/FMP - Ms. Kent 
D/CISA - Mr. Nelson 
L/SFP - Ms. Jacobson 
S/P - Ms. Heslin 
DOD - Mr. Wolthius 
USDA - Mr. Go!dthwait 
PM - Mr. Martel 

Doc. No. 1415 (30)
 

H - Mr. Bradtke 
C - Mr. Wilson 
M - Mr. Johnson 
L - Mr. Kreczko 
L/PM - Mr. Murphy L.j 
L/T - Mr. Taft 
AID - Mr. Roskens 
AID/EUR - Mr. Merril 
AID/AA/R&D Mr. Bissel 
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United States Department of State
 

WahinWon, D.C.20520 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW 

Subject: Circular 175: Request for Blanket Authority for
Negotiation and Conclusion of Assistance Agreements

with the Twelve Former Soviet Republics
 

The accompanying Circular 175 action memorandum requests

blanket authority to negotiate and conclude agreements with

each of the twelve former Soviet republics (the ocountries")

to obtain certain legal protections in connection with U.S.
 
assistance programs.
 

The proposed agreements do not imply or promise any

particular level of assistance. Instead, they establish terms

and conditions regarding assistance that may be provided by

the U.S. government in accordance with applicable laws and

-regulations. These terms and conditions include tax and
 
customs exemptions for U.S.-prcvided commodities or equipment,

and for nongovernmental personnel responsible for implementing

assistance programs; provision to USG assistance personnel of
 
status equivalent to that accorded administrative and
 
technical staff under the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic

Relations; authorization by each of the countries for USG

representatives to inspect utilization of the assistance, and
 
to inspect or audit any records or other documentation in
 
connection woith the assistance, wherever such records are

located; comrmitment by each of the countries to use

commodities, supplies or other property solely for agreed-upon

purposes; in cases 
in which the republic is responsible for
 
items being used for other purposes, to refund their value to
 
the USG (if the USG deems doing so appropriate); and provide

exemptions for aircraft and vessels from landing fees,

navigation charges, port charges, tolls, and similar charges.
 

Legal authority to negotiate and conclude the agreements

is provided by the President's constitutional responsibilities
 
for the conduct of foreign relations (Article II, Section I,

Clause I) and the Secretary of State's authority for the
 
day-to-day conduct of foreign relations (22 U.S.C. section
 
2656).
 

In addition, with respect to assistance provided under the
 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, section 635(b) of
 
that Act provides that the President may make and perform

agreements with any friendly government or government agency

"in furtherance of the purposes and within the limitations of
 
this Act.0 This authority has been delegated to the Secretary

of State by Executive Order No. 12163 (Sept. 29, 1979), 
as
 
amended.
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For the foregoing reasons, there is no legal objection to
 
the proposed negotiation and conclusion of executive agreements
 
with each of the twelve countries as described in the
 
accompanying action memorandum. Any changes in that text shall
 
be subject to the concurrence of L, EUR and D/EEA.
 

Todd F. Buchwald, Acting
 
Assistant Legal Adviser for
 
European and Canadian Affairs
 

X-6295 1/21/92
 
cleared: 	L/T:GTaft
 

L/SFP:LJacobson
 
L/PM:SMurphy
 

Doc. No. 	1415 (33)
 



AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND 

THE GOVERNMENT OF 
REGARDING COOPERATION TO FACILITATE 

THE PROVISION OF ASSISTANCE 

The Government of the United States of America and the
 
Government of -:
 

Recognizing the interests of the Government of the United 
States of America and the Government of _ in cooperating 
to facilitate the provision of humanitarian and technical 
economic assistance to benefit the people of _ _; and 

Recognizing the need to make certain practical arrangements
 
to help ensure the effectiveness of that assistance;
 

Have agreed as follows:
 

ARTICLE I
 

TAXES AND OTHER CHAPGES
 

(a) Commodities, supplies or other property provided or
 
utilized in connection with United States assistance programs
 
may be imported into, exported from, or used in - free from
 
any tariffs, dues, customs duties, import taxes, and other 
similar taxes or charges imposed by , or any subdivision 
thereof. 

(b) Any United States Government or United States private
 
organization that has responsibility for implementing United
 
States assistance programs, and any personnel of such private
 
organization who are not nationals of or ordinarily resident
 
in - and that are present in in connection with such
 
programs, shall be exempt from (1) any income, social security
 
or other taxes imposed by - , or any subdivision thereof,
 
regarding income received in connection with the implementation
 
of United States assistance programs, and (2) the payment of
 
any tariffs, dues, customs duties, import taxes, and other
 
similar taxes or charges upon personal or household goods
 
imported into, exporteC from, or used in -for the personal
 
use of si ch personnel or members of their families.
 

(c) The access and movement of aircraft and vessels 
operated by or for the Government of the United States of 
America in connection with United States assistance programs 
in - shall be free of landing fees, navigatior charges, 
port charges, tolls and similar charges by , or any 
subdivision thereof. 
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ARTICLE II
 

STATUS OF PERSONNEL
 

Civilian and military personnel of the United States
 
Government present in - in connection with United States
 
assistance programs shall be accorded status equivalent to that
 
accorded administrative and technical staff personnel under the
 
Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations of April 18, 1961.
 

ARTICLE III
 

INSPECTION AND AUDIT
 

Upon reasonable request, representatives of the Government
 
of the United States of America may examine the utilization of
 
any commodities, supplies, other property, or services provided
 
under United States assistance programs at sites of their
 
location or use; and may inspect or audit any records or other
 
documentation in connection with the assistance wherever such
 
records or documentation are located during the period in which
 
the United States provides assistance to - and for three
 
years thereafter.
 

ARTICLE IV
 

USE OF ASSISTANCE
 

Any commodities, supplies, or other property provided under
 
United States assistance programs will be used solely for the
 
purposes agreed upon between the Governments of the United
 
States of America and If use of any commodities,
__. 


supplies or other property occurs for purposes other than those
 
agreed upon under such programs, which the Government of the
 
United States of America determines could reasonably have been
 
prevented by appropriate action of the Government of _,f.
 
the Government of _ upon request shall refund in United 
States dollars to the Government of the Untied States of
 
America the amount disbursed for such commodities, supplies, or
 
other property. The Government of the United States of America
 
may, in its discretion, make available the amount refunded to
 
finance other costs of the assistance activity involved.
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ARTICLE V
 

OTHER AGREEMENTS 

The Government of the United States of America and the
 
Government of - recognize that further arrangements or
 
agreements may be necessary or desirable with respect to
 
particular United States assistance activities. In case of any
 
inconsistency between this Agreement and any such further
 
written agreements, the provisions of such further written
 
agreements shall prevail. Nothing in this Agreement shall be
 
construed to derogate from the privileges and immunities
 
granted to any personnel under other agreements.
 

ARTICLE VI
 

ENTRY INTO FORCE
 

This Agree.,,ent shall enter into force upon signature by
 
both parties.
 

DONE AT _ _, this day of , 1992. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF
 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: [NAME]:
 



TAB H
 

Finding under Section 620(c) of the
 

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. as amended
 

Pursuant to section-620(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act of
 

1961, as amended (the "Act"), section 1-201(a)(12) of Executive
 
Order 12163, as amended, and section 4(d) of State Department
 

Delegation of Authority No. 145, as amended, I hereby find that
 
application of the restriction contained in section 620(c) of
 

the Act with respect to Armenia, Azerbaijan, Byelarus, Georgia,
 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan,
 
Turkmenistan, Ukraine, and Uzbekista uld b c trary to the
 
nat ional security.
 

D Lawrence SI glebu ger
~ate~ 


t ''
 



TAB I 

~UM 

kGENt" FOR 	 W 2 19 

USAID 

THRU: 	 AA/OPS, Scott Spangle0fl, 2 

FROM: 	 AA/R&D, Richard Bissel1 4
 

AA/EUR, David N. -rr!l" -


SUBJECT: 	 Assistance to the Newly Independent States of the Former Soiet 
Union: Statutory Checklist 

Problem: To 	take into consih'2ratiol relevant statutory requirements in light of 
whether ESF funds (and DA .unds, to the extent such funding may be made available 
in the future) should be used to provide technical and other assistance to support the 
transition of newly independent states of the former Soviet Union into democratic, 
free-market societies. 

Di~cu~sion: A memorandum to you from the AA/EUR dated January 18, 1992 
requested you to "take into account" certain statutorily mandated considerations 
before assistance to the newly independent states of the former Soviet Union could 
be authorized. Your consideration was limited, at that time, to the following
republics of the former Soviet Union with whom the U.S. was establishing diplomatic
re!aions: .Amenia, Bvelarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrp-zstan, Russia and the Ukraine. The 
State Department is now establishing full diplomatic relations with the remaining
republics of the former Soviet Union (with the exception of Georgia), namely,
Moldova, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. Thus, once again, 
we request that you take into consideration the factors described below before 
assistance to these republics may be authorized. 

On September 10, 1991, the Secretary of State signed a determination, 
pursuant to §620(0(2) of the Foreign Assistance Act (FAA) of 1961, as amended,
permitting assistance to flow to the Soviet Union. (&&Tab A.) Additionally,
Deputy Secretary Eagleburger made a determination, dated January 20, 1992, under 
Section 620(c) of the FAA which permits assistance to the republics notwithstanding 

(UNCLASSIFIED WITHOUT CLASSIFIED ATTACHM1ENTS)
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certain indebtedness to U.S. citizens that would otherwise prohibit these republics
from receiving foreign assistance. This determination provides, in substance, that 
failing to provide assistance to these newly formed states is contrary to the national 
security of the United States. (5= Tab B.) Pursuant to these determinations,
assistance to the individual republics that formerly constituted the Soviet Union may
be permitted provided that other statutory requirements are satisfactorily met. 

Assistance to the republics is now being considered in the following areas: (1)
increasing the levels of assistance for the previously authorized Democratic and 
Economic Initiative Project and the Energy Efficiency and Market Reform Project as
well as developing activities in (2) private sector initiatives, (3) democratic pluralism
initiatives, (4) housing sector reform, (5) health care improvement, (6) food systems
restructuring. (7) economic restructuring and financial sector reform, and finally, (8)
making an ESF grant to the Eurasia Foundation. All of this proposed assistance is 
now pending final Congressional notification and clearance. 

Although we are working to include "notwithstanding any other provision of 
law" language in legislation for FY 92, suc, language is not now applicable to ESF 
funds to be used for the NIS. Therefore, rtzain factors must be "taken into 
consideration" by you before these proposed projects may be obligated from the ESF 
account (or the bA account, if such funding is later mad e available). In fact, you
normally take into consideration a number of conditions, to the extent that .'heV may
exist, on an annual basis before approing an allocation of assistance to specific
countries. However, in light of the fact that the Coordinator's Office wishes to
proceed with implementing the proposed projects on an expedited basis, we are
presenting certain issues for y'our consideration at this time on an ad hoc basis. 

In ozd&r to ensure that all relevant statutory requirements have been met,
A.I.D. has developed a "country checklist", describing such requirements with 
particularity. The items on this checklist have been responded to in substance by the 
State Department, and its memorandum is attached hereto as Tab C. In the case of
the five republics of the former Soviet Union discussed herein, only one consideration 
is relevant in considering whether to provide assistance. 

Section 620(1) of the FAA provides that assistance may be denied if the 
recipient country has failed to enter into an investment guaranty agreement with the 
United States. As of this date, OPIC is in the process of initiating negotiations with 
each of the five individual republics to whom we plan to render assistance. 
Although such negotiations are in the process of being initiated, they have not yet
been finalized and, to date, OPIC has not concluded any bilateral investment 
guarantee agreements %ith these new republics. Please bear in mind, however, that 
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statutorily mandated considerations in providing foreign assistance need only be
"taken into account". The mere existence of such factual considerations does not, in 
and of itself, prohibit assistance to the country in question. Thus, in light of the fact 
that this process of negotiation has been initiated by OPIC but not concluded as of 
this date, we request you to take this into consideration and permit assistance to 
move forward as planned. 

Recommendation: That you, by your signature below, take into consideration the 
circumstances described above, and approve the use of ESF funds (and DA funds to 
the extent necessary in the future), subject to the availability of such funds, for 
assistance to the five republics named above. Such assistance will be authorized by 
separate action, and shall be subject to the determinations made pursuant to 
§§620(0(2) and (c) of the FAA. 

Approved: 

Disapproved: 

Date: ,' "? -

Attachments: 
TAB A - Section 620(f)(2) determination by the Secretar' 
TAB B - Section 620(c) determination by the Deputy Secretary 
TAB C - Department of State Memorandum re: StatutoI" Checklist 
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TAB J
 

Determination under Section 620(f)
 
of the
 

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961a amended
 

to Section 620(f)(2) of the Foreign Assistance Act
Pursuant 

amended, (22 U.S.C. 2370(f)(2)), and Section
of 1961, as 


as amended, I hereby
1-201(a)(12) of Executive Order No. 12163, 


determine that the removal of the Soviet Union from the
 

application of Section 620(f) of the Foreign Assistance Act,
 
to the national interest
for an indefinite period, is important 


of the United States.
 

the Congress and
This determination shall be reported to 

e.
published in the Federal Pei_ 


Sete:.zmer 1C, 1991
 
41 JmsA. Baker, III
Date 




JUSTIFICATION FOR THE PRESIDENT'S DETERMINATION
 

TO REMOVE THE PROHIBITION ON OPIC ACTIVITIES
 
IN THE SOVIET UNION
 

remove the Soviet Union from the
A determination to 

is in the
 

prohibition on assistance to Communist 
countries 

The U.S. supports
reasons.
national interest for several 


to establish a strong
efforts within the Soviet Union 
and
 

move decisively toward a market
 functioning democracy and to 

If these trends continue, the U.S. should support
economy. 


them by responding, step by step, to progress made.
 

At the recent Moscow Summit, President Bush underlined 
his
 

support for market-oriented reforms in the Soviet Union by
 

reaffirming his desire to promote U.S. trade and investment
 
To normalize our trade relations, he
 with Lhe Soviet Union. 


has already submitted the U.S.-Soviet Trade Agreement 
to
 

He also reiterated his commitment to work with the
 
Congress. 


lift the Stevenson and Byrd restrictions on
 Congress to 

official credit programs. The availability of OPIC programs
 

for U.S. companies seeking to invest in the Soviet Union would
 

Providing technical economic
complement these actions. 

assistance is also consistent with the goal 

of helping the
 

a market economy.
Soviets develop 


Moreover, the Soviet Union is giving evidence of fostering
 

a genuinely democratic system, with
the establishment of 
 The
 
respect for internationally recognized human rights. 


failed coup by hardline factions in the Soviet military and
 
a
 

security forces has accelerated the establishment 
of 


The coup discredited
democratic system in the Soviet Union. 


the old gijard in the Soviet Government and led to the collapse
 
to democratic


of the Communist Party, the primary obstacles 


reform and creation of a pluralistic political 
system.
 

The failure of the coup strengthened Soviet leaders, such
 
are committed
 

Boris Yeltsin and Leningrad Mayor Sobchak, 
who 


as 

President Gorbachev has replaced
to democracy and reform. 


-- such as the Interior 
opponents of reform in key posts 


-- and
 
Minister, Defense Minister, and head of the KGB 


appointed in their place men with strong reform credentials.
 to the
 
More fundamentally, the opposition of the Soviet people 


coup showed that the principles of democracy and rule of law
 

in the Soviet Union. There is a clear
 
have taken root 


of a genuinely democratic system
for establishment
consensus 

can choose to ignore.
that no Soviet or republic leader 


an end with
 
The CPSU's reign of political dominance came 

to 

29 suspending the
 

the historic Supreme Soviet decree of Aug,,st 


activities of the party throughout the Soviet Union and
 

assets. Several republics have gone further and
 seizing its 

outlawed the party completely. As president Bush stated, the
 

a cause for
 
collapse of the totalitarian non-democratic CPSU is 


cheer.
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recent years, the Soviets have demonstrated an
In 

increasing respect for internationally recognized human
 

speak, write, practice
rights. Soviet citizens are freer to 

religion and participate in public life than ever
their 


a reflection of this improvement, the U.S.
before. As 

to express its concern at ongoing


Government, while continuing 

human rights abuses, is simultaneously working with the Soviet
 

Government to institutionalize human rights progress.
 
seen in the Soviet human
Substantial improvement has been 


emigration, political prisoners
rights record in areas such as 

and psychiatric abuse.
 

Initial developments after the coup suggest the potential
 
A key 	reformist, Vadim
for further human rights gains. 


head the KGB, and the USSR Congress of
 Bakatin, was named to 

Peoples' Deputies approved a declaration September 

5 explicitly
 
individuals.
enumerating the rights of 


In this environment, OPIC insurance and finance programs,
 useful
 
along 	with technical economic assistance, can 

serve as 


to encourage the development of emerging private sector
 tools 

as the normalization of
 enterprises and institutions, as well 


bilateral economic relations.
 



Dear Mr. Chairman:
 

Section 620(f)(2) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as
 

amended, authorizes the President to remove a Communist country
 

from ineligibility to receive assistance under the Foreign
 
the
the President determines and reports to
Assistance Act if 


Congress that such action is important to the national interest
 

of the United States. The President's authority to make such
 
to the Secretary of State
determinations has been delegated 


12163
pursuant to Section 1-201(a)(12) of Executive Order No. 

as On behalf of the Secretary
of September 29, 1979, amended. 


advise that, pursuant to these
of State, we wish to 

it is
authorities, the Secretary of State has determined that 


remove the Soviet Union
important to the national interest to 

I enclose a copy of
from the application of Section 620(f). 


the Secretary's determination and justification.
 

Sincerely,
 

Janet G. Mullins
 
Assistant Secretary
 
Legislative Affairs
 

Enclosures:
 
As stated.
 

The Honorable
 
Dante B. Fascell,
 

Chairman, Committee on Foreign Affairs,
 

House of Representatives.
 



Dear Mr. Chairman:
 

Section 620(f) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as 

amended, authorizes the President to remove a Communist country 

from ineligibility to receive assistance under the Fcreign 
to the
Assistance Act if the President determines and reports 


Congress that such action is important to the national interest
 

of the United States. The President's authority to make such
 
determinations has been delegated to the Secretary of State
 
pursuant to Section 1-201(a)(12) of Executive Order No. 12163
 
of September 29, 1979, as amended. On behalf of the Secretary
 
of State, we wish to advise that, pursuant to these
 

authorities, the Secretary of State has determined that it is
 

important to the national interest to remove the Soviet Union
 

from the application of Section 620(f). I enclose a copy of
 
the Secretary's determination and justification.
 

Sincerely,
 

Janet G. Mullins
 
Assistant Secretary
 
Legislative Affairs
 

Enclosures:
 
As stated.
 

The Honorable
 
Claiborne Pell,
 

Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations,
 
United States Senate.
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AMPSaI0, INTERIM REORGANIZATION 
for opevat DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY NO. 10 

TO: Director of the Task Force for the 

Newly Independent States of the Former Soviet Union 

FROM: Associate Administrator for Operations 

SUBJECT: General Authorities 

Pursuant to my authority as Associate Administrator for
 

Operations, it is hereby ordered as follows:
 

A. With respect to all former republics of the Soviet Union 
there is delegated to
(except Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia), 


the Director of the Task Force for the Newly Independent States
 

of the Former Soviet Union all of the authorities delegated to me
 

from the Administrator.
 

B. Any individual designated by the Director of the Task
 

Force to be the acting Director of the Task Force during the
 

absence of the Director of the Task Force is authorized to
 

perform the functions delegated hereunder.
 

C. All references in A.I.D. Handbooks, policy statements,
 

guidance cables, and regulations to Assistant Administrators
 

having responsibility for geographic regions shall be deemed to
 

include the Director of the Task Force.
 

D. The General Provisions of chapter 1 of Handbook 5 apply,
 

unless provided otherwise in a specific delegation.
 

is effective immediately.
E. This Delegation of Autho 


Scott M. qang r
 
Associate Administrator 

for Operations
 

Date: S.01j4a 


